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WHO IS JIMMYJANE?
JimmyJane is a design-centric brand
founded on the belief that pleasure is
power, designing high-tech products that
inspire adventurous play and empower
your overall well-being. Since launching in
2004, JimmyJane has redefined the context
and perception of intimate well-being.
Combining sophisticated product
development in San Francisco with
proprietary technology, our collections
resound with luxe-excitement without
compromising style.

JimmyJane believes that sexuality is as intricate and
individual as a fingerprint. Rather than dictate what is sexy,
we imbue each product with possibility, leaving room for
exploration and interpretation. With our diverse
collections– ranging from decadent massage candles and
natural massage lotions to our award-winning vibrating
massagers and iconic 24k gold vibrator – we engage each
person's unique desires.

AWARDS
Recognized with AIGA, ID and IDSA Design Awards

WHERE DESIGN MEETS
INNOVATION
Every JimmyJane product is built from the ground
up.
We're not re-packagers; every new JimmyJane
product begins with a sketch and rendering. With
JimmyJane's network of trusted and established
manufacturing partners, we're able to strategically
source and develop innovative products.

MATTHEW MATSUDAIRA

OUR EXECUTIVE TEAM

Chief Executive Officer

Matthew is a serial entrepreneur with previous senior leadership positions at Amazon, Chewy, Nordstrom, and numerous
startups. He worked on the Chewy acquisition to PetSmart in 2017 and was a founding member of various lucrative Amazon
launches, including Prime Now and Amazon Fire Phone. He was awarded as Greekwire’s Entrepreneur of the Year, Techcocktail’s
Hottest Startup, and SIGN Magazine’s Chief Executive of the Year - being one of the largest worldwide industry publications.

MARION DEMELLO

Chief Financial Officer & Chief Operating Officer
Marion joins JimmyJane with two decades of CPG leadership experience in marketing analytics, strategy and finance. She has held
senior leadership positions across a variety of industries in manufacturing and retail, including prestige beauty, food, beverage
and hardware. Marion most recently headed Global Finance and Strategy at Estée Lauder, managing the expansion of their
newest acquisition.

TAMI AGUILAR

Chief of Staff/VP of People
Tami came to JimmyJane with 20 plus years of experience in HR, working her way up from an HR Assistant while attaining her
bachelor’s degree, to her most recent position at Amgen where she evolved over a 15-year tenure from HR Manager to Head of
Quality for HR. She’s honed a range of skills and experiences including performance management, talent management,
organizational development, talent acquisition, organizational design, executive coaching, and change management.

BEST SELLERS

FORM 2
JJ APEX

TARVOS

FASCINATION
SEVEN-PIECE SET

DEIMOS

AFTERGLOW MASSAGE OIL CANDLE

Medical Grade & FDA Cleared
Premium Cosmetics Assortment

SENSATION LUBRICANT

PURE UV SANITIZING MOOD
LIGHT PLUS LOVE POD TRE

ANTIBACTERIAL
TOY CLEANER

PRESS

WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
HITS THE SPOT!
“This vibe hits the spot literally lol. I ordered this to spice up the bedroom and
have fun when hubby is away on business. Couples play is fantastic, it worked
wonders for foreplay and during sex I held it to my clit and came 4 times in a row."

FOCUS ON YOU
"This sonic vibe is just perfect, sometimes you just need to step back and FOCUS
on yourself and this vibrator makes that moment magical. Wish they sold
extra/different heads to play with."

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL VIBRATOR!
"Got this vibrator a few months ago for the power levels advertised, and so far it
has not disappointed! SUPER POWERFUL! I really like that it also comes with the
different head attachments."
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